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TRUCK WASH

Aluminum Bright “Concentrate”              
This product was designed to be safer for the user and much more forgiving when applied on hot        
aluminum surfaces. One drum of this concentrated aluminum brightener makes two drums of a 50:1 to 
be diluted product. Do NOT use on high gloss aluminum. 

Bug Remover 
This pre-spray product was developed in the car wash industry to remove bugs safely from expensive 
vehicles without harming chrome, paint, rubber, or any other automobile surface. This product will 
reduce your washing time greatly.

Cherry Foam
Car Wash Soap
This is a great high foaming car wash soap that smells great and cleans even better. This product has 
been a favorite in the car wash industry for many years. Recommended for washing by hand or brush.

Command 
Powder Truck  Soap
This powdered truck soap has wetting agents, surfactants, rinsing agents, and emulsifiers that clean the 
dirtiest vehicle surfaces safely and will not leave road film or residue after rinsing. 

Concrete Truck Wash                          
Safe Acid
This acidic product has been buffered against harming proteins such as your skin but can clean the 
heaviest concrete buildup without damaging your trucks paint or chrome. Low odor and no harmful 
vapor this product works on contact to help lower labor costs.  

Magnum
Truck Soap Citrus
There is not much this product can’t clean. Developed in the oilfields to remove frac oil, wireline oil, and 
magnesium chloride from vehicles without harming the paint or chrome. Magnum will do it all safely and 
will rinse with no residue left behind. 

Truck and Trailer
Truck Wash Soap
A proven product for many years in the truck wash industry Truck and Trailer can be used as a one or two 
step truck wash product. Surfactants along with wetting and rinsing agents make this product a good 
all-purpose truck wash soap. 

Ultra Duty “Concentrate”  
Truck Wash Soap                                       
Highly concentrated to help save on shipping costs and packaging this product was developed to remove 
the toughest challenges in the oilfields and mining industries. This product will safely remove frac and 
wireline from vehicle surfaces. Recommended as a one or two step truck wash soap. 
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AEROSOLS

Brake Parts Cleaner 
This product is both fast evaporating and leaves a clean surface with no residue. 

Citrus Degreaser
A great all-purpose degreaser that will clean oils and grease from most surfaces. 

Dry Moly
A fast drying graphite product that is waterproof and durable in extreme conditions. 

Extreme Gleem
This hard surface foaming cleaner will keep working even when used in low temperatures. 

Glass Cleaner
Simply the best foaming glass cleaner on the market today!

Moly Chain and Cable Lube
This chain and cable lube is fast drying and can be applied to most hard surfaces. 

Moly PTFE Pen Lube
This product not only penetrates but also helps prevent future rusting of metal parts. 

Orange Solvent
A strong citrus based product that is very effective in removing oils, tar, glue, tape, etc. 

Penetrating Lube
Penetrates and loosens rusted bolts and parts. This premium product will get the job done.  

Penetrating Lube Synthetic
This pen lube will penetrate, lubricate, displace moisture, and prevent corrosion. 

Safety Solvent
This safety solvent is fast evaporating, non-flamable, and non-conductive. 

Wasp and Hornet Spray
With a spray of up to 20 feet this product produces a fast knock-down and kill. 
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145 Solvent Degreaser
High Flash
This is a non-flamable and non-hazardous solvent with a pleasant citrus fragrance. This product can 
be used for many applications in your shop. For example: electrical degreaser or parts wash solvent.  

Aluminum Spray Cab
 A concentrated and safe aluminum spraycab detergent with built in defoaming agents for low foam. 

Brake Parts Cleaner
Hexane
This is a cost saving brake parts cleaner. When used out of a sure shot sprayer this product is known 
for its quick drying time and leaves no residue.  

Dezolve it Citrus                                                                                                 
Dezolve it Pine 
Tar and Asphalt Remover                                             
Made from citrus or pine based oils these are two of Mother Nature’s miracle products. These 
products are strong enough to completely dissolve hardened asphalt but at the same time will not 
harm vehicle painted surfaces. These products also work for dissolving or removing glue, tape 
backing, or any other petroleum based products.  

Dust Down “Conc”
Dust Control
A concentrated dust control product that is environmentally friendly and cost effective at the same 
time. Helps penetrate water deeper into surfaces for a slower evaporation time. 

Equipment Descaler
This is a great product for dissolving calcium build-up and removing metal deposits in all industrial 
or institutional equipment. Safe to use on all types of metal even chrome. Recommended for Spray 
Cabinets, Pressure Washers, Steam Cleaners, Dish Machines, Swimming Pool Equipment, etc. 

Lift Station Cleaner Citrus                                                                                                 
Lift Station Cleaner Pine 
Oil Blends
Anyone who has had to clean a lift station will love these products. These products float and clean 
the walls and don’t allow the waste on the surface to harden or stink. Great cleaners that continue 
to smell good.  

Magic Slide
Asphalt Release
It’s just like the name says MAGIC. This is a biodegradable diesel replacement that works better and 
for less money. Works on all grades of asphalt including rubber. 
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Pine Powder Degreaser  
Concrete cleaner 
Concentrated concrete cleaning powder with a great pine smell. Pre-wet the surface to be cleaned 
then broadcast this product on the concrete floor, broom, and rinse. 

Windshield Wash “Conc”
This concentrate can be diluted to whatever temperature your area requires. A 50:50  blend is rated 
to -60 deg and 20:1 for a summer blend. 

Windshield Wash Raw Pack
Methanol Additive
This product should be added at 1/2 gallon of raw pack to 55 gallons of methanol for a winter mix 
and 1 gallon of raw pack to 55 gallons of methanol for a summer mix. Product should be diluted 
according to your desired temperature range after that. 

HAND CLEANERS

Citra Gel
Waterless Hand Cleaner
This is a citrus based NO grit industrial strength hand cleaner that will clean oil and grease from your 
hands without drying up your skin. This free rinsing hand cleaner can be used with or without rinse 
water.

Powder Keg
Hand Cleaner
One of our all time best selling hand cleaners. Powder Keg contains volcanic pumice to help clean 
your hands and protect your skin. This product is more appealing than harsher grit hand cleaners. 

Tub of Scrubs Citrus
Hand Cleaner Towels
These industrial strength hand cleaning towels contain D-limonene. They have a smooth side for face 
washing and a ruff gritty side for cleaning your hands. 

Waterless Hand Cleaner
This hand cleaner is packaged in a 14 oz. squeeze tube that is covenient for on-the-go hand cleaning. 
Just put it in your work truck, a tool box, or in your shop. An industrial strength hand cleaner that 
smells great and won’t dry out your skin. 

WOW
Citrus With Grit
This hand cleaner contains a volcanic pumice grit to get deep into the hard to reach areas of your 
skin and remove the unwanted ground in grime. This product will remove the grime without drying 
up your skin and it smells GREAT.
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DEGREASERS

Citraclean “Concentrate”
Super Citrus Degreaser
Citrus products have proven to be very effective cleaners on petroleum oils and tars. This product is 
a concentrated version of Citraclean. 

Citraclean
Citrus Degreaser
Citraclean is the top selling citrus product in our line. With a strong D-limonene base and other 
surfactants and wetting agents this product works well in industrial as well as institutional 
applications.

Emulsifier Degreaser
Non Butyl
A very different chemistry has developed this emulsifying degreaser. It is waterbased, biodegradable,  
and has a class “A” rating in the food industry and works great on emulsifying thick grease. 

H.D Degreaser
This water based degreaser can be diluted up to 20:1 and still does a great job. This product is also 
used as a very effective pressure washing and steam cleaning soap. 

Old Yeller Degreaser 
Industrial Degreaser
We call this the “old man” of degreasers in our product line. This degreaser has been around for over 
50 years and customers still swear by it. 

Super 90 Degreaser
Butyl Base At Its Best
This water based, biodegradable degreaser is the worlds most concentrated and effective degreaser 
for your toughest jobs. Super 90 has been field tested in the oilfields and mining industry and has 
out performed all other products in its class. This product you have to see to believe. Used as a 
prespray or with a pressure washer.   

Super 60 Degreaser 
Butyl Base
Super 60 degreaser has a unique blend of surfactants and wetting agents along with butyl EB which 
makes this degreaser a top selling degreaser in the country. 
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 U-MIX IT DEGREASERS

This section contains raw packs of a few of our more popular degreasers. Simply add 
the desired product to water and it will make a 55 gallon drum of our regular strength 
degreaser. This is a very economical way of reducing your product cost by cutting out 
the shipping and packaging as well as the hassle to dispose of your empty drums. 

U-Mix It (Emulsifier Degreaser)
Non Butyl
Simply add and mix 10 gallons (2 X 5) of this product to 45 gallons of water to make a 55 gallon drum of 
our Non-Butyl Emulsifier Degreaser. 

U-Mix It (H.D. Degreaser)
Simply add and mix 5 gallons (1 X 5) of this product to 50 gallons of water to make a 55 gallon drum of 
our H.D. Degreaser. 

U-Mix It Kit
Butyl Degreaser
This kit consists of 2 parts. First part being a box of powder concentrate and the second part is 5 gallons 
of liquid concentrate. 
Mixing instructions: First, add 25 gallons of water to your drum and thoroughly mix your powder 
concentrate in it. Second, add another 25 gallons of water to your drum along with 5 gallons of liquid 
concentrate to fill your 55 gallon drum. Third, thoroughly mix the entire drum for a couple minutes. 

Comments and Price Quotes
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
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